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Designer storage systems a hit in Chch
Efficient storage design doesn't
happen by itself. It is created by
having a comprehensive
understanding of the requirements for
space within a home and what is
needed to establish the ideal working
and living environment.
This is where Beyond Storage comes in.
Company director Monty McKeefry
emphasises efficiency in design – the need
to be able to find something when you want
it, without turning your home into some sort
of warehouse.
The work environment has changed over
the years, with more people working from
home – partly a result of improved
communications – and this means a
greater need for storage systems and
working space. The Canterbury
earthquakes have certainly contributed to
this trend.
Beyond Storage is adept at providing

well-designed storage systems for your
home, whether it is in a garage, laundry,
home office – practically anywhere. This
means built-in bookshelves, cupboards,
wardrobes and desks, and the utilisation of
unused space.
As your home and your needs are unique
Beyond Storage will visit you, assess,
discuss, suggest and then design a system
that is perfectly suited to your needs.
Naturally you will want storage that does
not hamper the natural flow within your
home and of course it will need to be
aesthetically pleasing, to match your décor.
Monty himself, assisted by his wife Tracey
McKeefry, specialises in wardrobe design,
and has had many years experience in
designing, building and installing storage
options into new and existing premises.
Customer service is a high priority and
there is an emphasis on communication, in

much the same way an architect will listen
carefully to the way clients think about
things before designing a home that will be
an extension of their personalities and
physical requirements.
“Our mission is to become the market
leader in household storage solutions by
providing quality products and exceptional
service at all times to our clients,” says
Monty.
Keeping closely to budget is also important,
and Beyond Storage undertakes work for a
variety of builders and developers
throughout Canterbury. Earthquakedamaged homes often require an
innovative approach – for example the
replacement of a chimney with a wardrobe,
shelving or study nook. Sometimes walls
even have to be removed and home
owners are presented with unexpected
challenges, and this is certainly where the

design skills of Beyond Storage are very
much appreciated.
“I wish to thank Monty and Tracey of
Beyond Storage Ltd for their prompt and
professional work at our brand new home in
Pegasus. We were looking for that WOW
factor in our plain bedrooms, walk-in
wardrobe and garage-laundry area to
enhance our property for resale. The small
space in the laundry area is now
transformed into a fully functional
workstation, as well as making the originally
dull area an aesthetic success. The
improvements they suggested and
implemented have made such a difference
to our storage capacity. They went above
and beyond to ensure the work was
completed in record time and I found the
quote to be completely affordable
compared to other quotes received.”
Kim Blazey, September 2012.

